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ABSTRACT

The cross sect ion for the production and subsequent decay to electron and
neutriuo of the W intermediate vector boson bas been Measured in 1.8 TeV pp
c o l l i s i o n s at the Col l ider Detector at Feral lab. An analys is of events with
• i s s i n g transverse energy greater than 25 GeV aad an electron of transverse
energy greater than 15 GeV froa a data saapie of 25nb g ives a *B » 2.57 t
0.56 ± 0.46nb, in agreeuent with theoret ica l predic t ions .
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The conventional mechanism for the production of V bosons In high

energy pp collisions Is the Drell-Yan process1 - the annihilation of a quark

and an aatl-quark Into the W. The first-order cross section Is directly

predicted froa the quark oonentum distributions In the proton (structure

functions) and the weak coupling constant; higher order strong Interaction

corrections hare also been calculated.J From the predicted shape of the

structure functions one expects an approximate three-fold increase in the V

boson production cross section'* at the Tevatron energy of 1.8 TeV coapared to

the measured results at the CGRN collider energy of 0.63 TeV. We report here

a aeasureaent of a • B, where B is the branching ratio of the W to electron

and neutrino, at a center-of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV.

The CDF detector is shown in Fig. 1. This analysis uses the beaa-beaa

counters, the vertex tiae projection chambers, the central tracking chaaber

located in the 1.5T axial uagaetic field, and the eiectroaaguetic and hadronic

calorimeters. The caloriaeters are divided into three aajor regions of
a

pseudorapidi ty (n • - l a t a n ? - ) ; the c e n t r a l ( | n | < 1<.O, plug ( 1 . 1 < | n | <

2 . 4 ) , and forward ( 2 . 4 < fn | < 4 . 2 ) .
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Figure 1 The CDF deteetor.
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Two total transverse energy triggers were used. The first required at

least 15 GeT of energy In the electromagnetic compartment of a An x i$ «= 0.2 x

15° "trigger tower" in the central electronagnetic detector. For the second

trigger, all trigger towers with an electromagnetic energy above 1 GeV were

summed with those having hadronic energy above 1 GeV. An event was accepted

if the sua was above one of the following thresholds: 20, 30, 40, 45 GeV.

The threshold for a run was chosen on the basis of the luminosity. A rate-

Halted "mlnlmim bias" trigger was used In parallel with these first two

triggers. Ve define "raw" missing Et es the vector SUB of the transverse

energy over all the EM and hadron cells of the calorimeter in the region 3* <

9 < 177* (|n| < 3.6). Calorimeter towers were included if they were over a

threshold la energy of 0.1 GeV (central EM), 0.2 GeV (central and wall

hadron), 0.5 GeV (plug EM, forward EM and plug hadron) and 0.8 GeV (forward

hadron calorimeters). The total transverse energy (Et) in an event is defined

as the corresponding scalar sum.

For each data ran the net Et offset of the total calorimeter was

determined from the minimum bias events; such offsets typically reflected

occasional nalfunctioning electronics channels. 2% of data were rejected due

to an offset larger than 5 GeV or a width of either an x or a y projection

greater than 6 GeV rms. Of the remaining 25 nb , 12,226 events passed the

requirement of missing Et > 20 GeV. For each data run, the raw missing Et was

then corrected by the (small) offset determined from the minimum bias events

for that ran. To restore azlmuthal symmetry to the missing ET cat, the.

threshold in corrected missing Et was than raised to 25 GeV from 20 GeV,

retaining 4178 events.

A clustering algorithm was applied to each event. A cluster was required

to have a total Et greater than 5 GeV. 1604 events pass a requirement that

there be at least one central cluster (jnj < 1.0) of 15 GeV or more in trans-

verse energy.

In most of the remaining sample, the missing energy is caused by a few

well-defined background processes. The dominant sources of background events

are cosmic rays, stray particles from the Fermilab Main Ring (which passes

above the detector), mismeasured QCD jet events, and detector malfunctions.

All but 115 events are then eliminated by the following cuts:
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1)

2)

3)

Cosalc ray rejection: The total hadronic energy in the calorimeter

that is outside of a 20 ns window synchronized with the beam crossing

is calculated. If this exceeds 3 GeV, the event is rejected.

Neutron sensitivity: The gas hadron caloriaeters generate false

clusters due to neutrons. If a cluster has less than 5" electromag-

netic energy, it Is reaoved from the sample. The missing E-j. is

recalculated and the 25 GeV cut is reapplied.

Calorimeter resolution: Missing E t significance is estimated from

(missing E )//E c and must exceed 2.8. The E( Is the total

calorimeter energy in the plug and central caloriaeters. The

distribution for event* from a 30 GeV jet trigger sample, requiring a

leading central cluster above 15 GeV, Is shown In Fig. 2a.

Mlsmeasured DIjets: Erents with a cluster within $ - 180 ± 30

degrees opposite the leading cluster are rejected.

Figure 2a The quantity (alssing Et) //E where Et is the transverse
energy in the central and plug regions as described in the text, for an
unnoraalized sample of jet events, and for the electron saaple along with a
Monte Carlo prediction (solid line) normalised to the data.

Two simple electron criteria are thea applied. First, there must be a

central cluster with more than 85X electromagnetic energy. This energy must

have at least 15 GeV concentrated in one or two towers adjacent in i. Thi3
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requireaent leaves 72 events. Second, there must be a distinct track with

transverse aoaentua greater than half the transverse electromagnetic energy

(E/p < 2). A plot of E/p is shown for the 22 W events In Fig. 2b. The

distribution in transverse aass, M u t - / E ^ Z^^ - ? T e • ? T v , Is shown in

Fig. 3.
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Figure 2b The distribution in E/p for the V candid*tea where E is the
electromagnetic local tower energy, reflecting test beaa normalization. The
distribution agrees well with the predicted resolution, which Is dominated by
the tracking resolution.
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Figure 3 The distribution in transverse mass for the W candidate events. The
curve is, the Isajet prediction for a aass My • 83 GeV/c .
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A scan of the rejected 93 events classifies 66 as backgrounds due to resi-

dual cosmic rays, Main Ring background, calorimeter noise, or mlsaeasured

calorimeter energy identified by a large aismatch with the momenta as measured

by the tracking chambers. The remaining 27 events include one event which has

a 9 GeV/c track pointing toward a 30 GeV cluster, consistent with a real W +

ev plus breaastrahlung. A calculation predicts that 3 ± 1% of the electrons

fron W decay radiate more than 503 of their energy, and hence will fall the

E/p < 2 cut.

A background to V • ev is the sequential decay W * TV and T + e "vevt. We

estimate 0.7 events from this decay mode in our sanple; other decay modes of

the tan contribute fewer thaa 0.2 events. The background from jet events with

one badly sdsmeasured jet pushed below the 5 GeV cluster threshold and with

the other Jet faking an electron is insignificant at oar level of

statistics. Monte Carlo studies of background from a top quark show that for

all top qssark masses the contribution to this sample is less than 0.2 events.

The allowed rapidity region (|n| < i.G) is predicted8*9 to contain 50 ± 52

of the electrons from V decay, wbere the error covers the uncertainty due to

the structure functions. Of thest 502, a simulation of the detector predicts

76Z of the electrons will be found; the loss is due to the thresholds as well

*s a 9Z loss due to the uranica crack detectors at 15* boundaries in azimath

and the (small) gap between central modules at 90*.

Simulation of the trigger shows that events satisfying our selection are

99.72 efficient In triggering. From the V sample Itself, we estimate a

probability of 1.5Z for a dijet veto or the cancellation of missing Et due to

a background cluster. Based on the study of jet and minimum bias events, we

estimate ta efficiency of 99 ± IX for the timing cut. The tracking efficiency

is 100Z by construction. The overall efficiency is them 36.9 ± 3.71.

The luminosity is based on measurements by the beam-beast counters over the

range 3.2 < |n| < 5.9. We have estimated the cross section seen by these

counters as 44 ± 6 mb by extrapolating from lower energy measurements.

Subtracting background and correcting for efficiency, w,& have a • B(U +

ev) - 2.57 t 0.56 ± 0.46 nb, where the first error is statistical and the

second is systematic. This result is shown along with previous measurements

In Fig. 4. The expected Increase in W production is observed. The agreement

with the theoretical prediction3 is excellent.
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Figure 4 The cross section times branching ratio for V + ev versus c m .
energy. The prediction is from aef. 3, adjusted for a W mass of 80 GeV/c .
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